
Once again: Finding simple cycles in graphsCarsten Dorgerlohx J�urgen Wirtgen{January 21, 1997AbstractWe present a randomized algorithm that computes a simple cycle of length k in general graphs,where k is a �xed integer, in O(maxfm;n logng) expected time. This algorithm can be deran-domized with only a small loss in e�ciency, yielding a deterministic algorithm for this task whichruns in O(maxfm logn; n logng) worst-case time. We show that the randomized algorithm maybe parallelized. These algorithms improve upon previous results of many authors. Furthermore,we answer the question of [AYZ 94], whether deciding if a given graph contains a triangle is asdi�cult as boolean multiplication of two n by n matrices, in the negative.
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1 IntroductionIt is well known that �nding the longest cycle in a graph is a hard problem, since �ndinga hamiltonian cycle is NP -complete [GJ 79]. Hence �nding a simple cycle of lenght k,for an arbitrary k, is NP -complete. This remains true if G is planar and under otherrestrictions. However, we are concerned only with the problem of �nding simple cyclesof a given length. The problem of �nding given length simple cycles is one of the basicand natural algorithmic graph problems [Le 90] and was considered by many researchers,e.g. by [Mo 85], [RL 85], [Ri 86], [YZ 94], [Do 96], [DW 96]. Alon, Yuster and Zwick[AYZ 95] presented algorithms for this task which runs either in O(M(n)) expected timeor O(M(n) logn) worst-case time, where M(n) < n2:376 is the complexity of matrixmultiplication. Our algorithms for that problem, while using ideas from [AYZ 95], takesadvantage of techniques from [GK 87]. To be more precise, we combine the color-codingmethod of [AYZ 95] with the idea of Grigoriev and Karpinski [GK 87] to utilize the niceproperties of prime numbers. [GK 87] make use of this properties to solve some matchingproblems e�ciently in parallel (see also [KR 97]). We improve an O(nm) worst-casetime bound of [Mo 85] (in many cases), and upon the results of [AYZ 95]. Furthermore,our results generalizes a result of [DW 96]. We achieve a randomized algorithm whichruns in O(maxfm;n logng) expected time and a deterministic algorithm which runs inO(maxfm logn; n logng) worst-case time. We show that our randomized method can beparallelized, yielding an e�cient EREW-PRAM algorithm. The paper is organized asfollows. Section 2 contains some de�nitions and notations used throughout the paper. Insection 3 we present the sequential algorithms for �nding simple cycles in graphs and insection 4 we show that there exists an e�cient parallel algorithm for this problem.2 Notations and de�nitionsThe terminology used in this paper follows that of Even [Ev 79]. Let G = (V;E) be agraph. For each vertex v,N(v) denotes the set of neighbours of v. A simple cycle of lengthk is a sequence v0; v1; ::vk�1 of vertices with vi 6= vj for i 6= j and (vi; v(i+1) mod k) 2 Efor 0 � i < k.The computational model we use is the unit-cost randomized RAM and its correspond-ing parallel version, the randomized EREW-PRAM. The latter model is a synchronizedparallel computation model for which simultaneous access to any memory location bydi�erent processors is forbidden. Furthermore, each processor has access to a randomnumber generator which returns random numbers of logn bits in constant time. Moredetails of the PRAM models can be found in the survey by Karp and Ramachandran[KR 88].3 The AlgorithmBefore we explain the technical details of the algorithm, we give our special view on thedata structures which allows us to implement the algorithms e�ciently.We assume that the vertices of G are represented by positive numbers and that G ispresented to the algorithm in the form of a set of edge-lists L: The graph is representedas an array of jV j vertices, and each vertex u is equipped with a pointer to its list L(u), a2



doubly-linked list that contains exactly one entry for each edge that connect u to anothervertex in the graph. For implementation reasons it is convenient to assume that there isa fake edge at the end of each edge list. Additionally, each edge (u; v) appearing in theedge-list of u has a pointer to its twin edge (v; u) appearing in the edge-list of v. In theliterature, pointers of this type are often called cross links.3.1 Finding simple cyclesBefore we state our theorems, we need the following de�nition. We say a cycle of lengthk in G is well-colored if the vertices on it are consecutively colored by 1; : : : ; k.Note that a well-colored cycle is always simple.Theorem 1 Let k � 3 be a �xed integer. Given a graph G on n vertices and m edges,a simple cycle of length k in G, if one exists, may be computed in O(maxfm;n logng)expected time.Proof: We use the following algorithm:(01) generate consecutively prime numbers p1; : : : ; pn(02) for each vertex u 2 V do(03) assign one definite prime number p(u) from p1; : : : ; pn to u(04) q(u) := p(u)(05) choose a random color c(u) 2R f1; : : : ; kg(06) end(07) delete all edges (u; v) where u; v are non-consecutively colored(08) for each edge (u; w) 2 E do(09) c1(u; w) = c(u)(10) c2(u; w) = c(w)(11) endLet G be the given graph that contains at least one cycle C of length k.In lines (01)-(06) we generate prime numbers p1; : : : ; pn, assign one of those numbers toeach vertex u and initialize q(u). In addition, each vertex u chooses a random color fromf1; : : : ; kg. In lines (07)-(11) we delete edges between vertices of non-consecutive colors,since they can not be a part of a well-colored cycle. Furthermore, the color of each vertexu is propagated to each edge where u is one of the endpoints.There are kk possible colorings of C. 2k of them are well-colored. Thus the probabilitythat C is well-colored is 2=kk�1. Assume there exists a well-colored cycle of length k inG. (12) for i := 2 to k do(13) for each edge (u; w) do(14) if c1(u; w) = i and c2(u; w) = i� 1 then(15) q(u) := q(u) � q(w)(16) for each vertex v with c(v) = 1 do3



(17) q(v) := 1(18) for each edge (u; v) do(19) if c1(u; w) = 1 and c2(u; w) = k then(20) q(u) := q(u) � q(w)The values of the array q are updated in k� 1 phases (lines (12)-(15)). Consider the �rstphase where i = 2. The well-colored cycle of length k in G contains two vertices x andy with c(x) = 1 and c(y) = 2. For each edge (u; w) having the �rst endpoint colored 2and the second colored 1 we multiply q(u) by q(w). We proceed in the next phases byperforming the same computations with edges having the �rst endpoint colored 2 andthe second colored 3 etc., until i = k. In lines (16)-(20) we set the values of the array qcorresponding to vertices with color 1. Let v be a vertex with color 1. Then q(v) is theproduct of the q-values of its neighbours having color k.(21) if 9v 2 V such that c(v) = 1 and p(v)jq(v) then(22) extend C by v(23) delete all vertices u with c(u) = 1 and p(u) 6= p(v)and all edges which are incident to such vertices(24) for i := k downto 2 do(25) delflag := false(26) for each edge (u; w) do(27) if c1(u; w) = i and c2(u; w) = 1 + i mod k then(28) if p(v)jq(u) then(29) if not delflag then(30) extend C by u(31) delflag := true(32) end else if delflag then(33) delete u and all edges which are incident to u(34) end(35) endNote that each vertex v with color 1 such that p(v) divides q(v) now must be a part ofat least one well-colored cycle. We pick an arbitrary vertex with such properties, addit to the cycle C, delete all other vertices with color 1 together with all incident edgesand determine the other vertices of C by running thru the colors in reverse order (lines(21)-(35)). Let v be the picked vertex and consider the phase where i = k. We checkeach edge (u; w) whether its �rst endpoint is colored by k and the second by 1 and ifp(v)jq(u). Let (x; y) be an edge with this properties. Then we know that y = v and thatx is as well as v a part of a well-colored cycle. Thus we add x to C and delete all othervertices with color k together with all incident edges. The correctness of the other phasesfollows by induction.The �rst n prime numbers may be computed by the sieve of Pritchard [Pr 87] in O(n logn)time. It is easy to see that lines (02)-(20) take O(m) time. By taking care in the im-plementation of the for-loop in lines (26)-(33) each edge (u; w) is processed at most4



once. Hence lines (21)-(35) take O(m) time. The algorithm �nds C with a probabil-ity of at least 2=kk�1. By rerunning the algorithm, in case of failure, we obtain anO(maxfkk�1m;n logng) expected time algorithm.The following lemma is implicitly in [AYZ 95]. Using this lemma, the above algorithmcan be derandomized with only a small loss of e�ciency.Lemma 2 There is an explicit construction of a list of kO(k) logn colorings that has theproperty that every sequence v1; : : :vk of k vertices from V is consecutively colored by1; : : : ; k in at least one coloring of the list. Such a list may be computed in O(n logn)time.Thus, the algorithm of Theorem 1 can be derandomized by exhausting a list with theproperties of Lemma 2.Theorem 3 There exists a deterministic algorithm that decides whether a given graphcontains a simple cycle of length k, and �nds one, if one exist, in O(maxfm logn; n logng)worst-case time.4 Finding simple cycles in parallelAs mentioned in the introduction, the algorithm of Theorem 1 can be parallelized andwe obtain the following result whose proof is omitted from this paper. This generalizesa previous result for planar graphs of [DW 96]. Some techniques which are useful to toobtain this result can be found in [Do 96].Theorem 4 Let k � 3 be a �xed integer. Given a graph G on n vertices, a simple cycleof length k in G, if one exists, may be computed in O(logn) expected time by a randomizedEREW-PRAM using O(n+m) processors.5 Open problemsAs mentioned before, we answer by our results the question of [AYZ 94], whether solvingthe decision Problem \Does a given graph contain a triangle?" is as di�cult as booleanmultiplication of two n by n matrices, in the negative in the sense that this decision Prob-lem may be solved substantially faster than the matrix multiplication by the currentlybest known algorithm with a running time of � n2:376 [CW 87]. While answering thisquestion, several other problems remain open. They are listed listed below.� Can the log n factor appearing in the derandomization be omitted (Theorem 3)?� The algorithm proposed in Theorem 4 �nds a simple cycle of length k in a graph,if one exists, and is e�cient in the sense that its work (processor-time product)is within a polylogarithmic factor of optimal speed-up. Can optimal speed-up beachieved? Can the algorithm be derandomized without processor penalty and withthe parallel time increased by only a small factor?5
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